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GSP9600 QuickMatch
™

Balancer
and GSP9600 CRT Balancer

Faster
Floor-To-Floor
Cycle Time!



The Hunter GSP9600 QuickMatch™
Balancer uses loaded roller contact
to measure runout (eccentricity) of a
tire and wheel assembly and help
your shop eliminate wheel-related
vibration.

The GSP9600 Quickly Measures Runout With EVERY Balance!

VS.VS.VS.

The GSP9600’s loaded roller provides
the fastest and most accurate runout
measurement.

Non-contact runout measurement systems often provide
inconsistent results and do not take into consideration the

contribution of tire sidewalls to vibration problems.

Non-contact devices that measure
runout only sample a small area of the
tire surface, which can produce
inconsistent results.  Plus, non-contact
measuring devices cannot take into
account tire sidewall stiffness which
often contributes to vibration problems.

The GSP9600’s roller quickly
measures the entire footprint of a
tire and will detect if a tire and wheel
assembly are out-of-round.

Tire Measurement
The fastest and most reliable method
to measure runout is with a loaded
roller system that provides contact
across the footprint of a tire’s surface.



The GSP9600 measures radial and lateral
rim runout without removing the tire from
the rim and quickly indicates if runout is
tire or wheel related.  Rim runout can also
be measured at the actual bead seat on a
bare rim.

Because the GSP9600 rotates the wheel
automatically, rim measurement is fast and
repeatable.

Rim Measurement

Choose From Three Methods of Rim Measurement:

Faster
Floor-To-Floor Cycle

Time!

2. External Measurement,
Dual Bead Seat
Provides additional measurement of
outer rim bead seat.  More accurate
than single position rim runout
measurement.

1. External Measurement,
Single Bead Seat
Provides the fastest method of rim
runout measurement and
QuickMatch™ prediction.

3. Internal Measurement (tire off),
Dual Inner Bead Seat
Measuring both bead seats is the most
accurate method of rim runout
measurement and the method preferred
by OEMs.



Match-Mounting and Balancing

The GSP9600
quickly identifies the
tire eccentricity high
point and the rim
runout low point that
can often be a source
of vibration.
The technician can
then easily rotate the
tire on the wheel to
match the high and the
low points to help
improve handling and
ride quality.

The QuickMatch™ Match-Mounting
feature on the GSP9600 tells the
technician exactly how to rotate
the tire on the rim to help
eliminate vibration.

The GSP9600 Features QuickMatch™

Match-Mounting for Fast, Easy Wheel Service



* Patented feature       † Only available on GSP9600 QuickMatch™ Balancer

Wheel Centering Check™*

Automatic Double
Dataset® Arms

This feature, exclusive to Hunter
wheel balancers, ensures that the
wheel is properly centered on the
balancer.  Eliminates guesswork
when choosing mounting
accessories or questioning setup
error on problematic wheels, guaran-
teeing the most accurate balance.
No other balancer has this unique
and critical feature.†

Inner and Outer Dataset® Arms
speed entry of exact chosen weight
location and double as measuring
tools for lateral and radial runout.

Speeds placement of clip-on or
adhesive weights while increasing
accuracy and single-spin balances.

Servo Stop and Servo
Push Drive Control*
Servo Stop automatically
positions wheel to each desired
weight location (TDC or BDC)
with the touch of a button or by
simply pushing the wheel.

Quick-Thread™

Auto-Clamping*

Get Fast Set Up With...

Prove Wheel Centering
With...

Quickly Locate Weights
With...

Get Infinite Weight
Positioning With...

Achieve Accurate
Measurement With...

Get Instant
Communication With...

ServoDrive™ system feature eliminates
hand cranking of the wing nut to
“take up” the unused spindle threads
with a double tap of the foot pedal.

Foot Pedal Data Entry

n Tapping the foot brake
activates entry and storage of
wheel data.

n Foot pedal also locks spindle
for easier tightening and
loosening of wing nut.

Split Spoke® &
Split Weight® Modes*

n Split Spoke® mode
automatically locates the best
“out-of-sight” position for
adhesive weight placement on
custom wheels.

n Split Weight® mode offers
multiple weight choices, reduces
large weight inventories and
avoids trim ring obstructions.

Features That Make Expert Balancing Easier and Faster...
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GSP9600 CRT Balancer
The Hunter GSP9600 offers the ease of use
of a CRT balancer without the loaded
runout measurement capabilitys of the
GSP9600 QuickMatch™ Balancer.

Specifications*

Power Requirements: 230V (-10%/+15%), 20 amp, 50/60-Hz, 1-ph,
NEMA Receptacle L6-20P

Air Supply Requirements: 100-175 psi (7-12 bar)
Capacity:

Rim Width: 1.5 in. (50 mm) to 20 in. (508 mm)
Rim Diameter: 10 in. (272 mm) to 30 in. (762 mm)
ALU: 7.5 in. (190 mm) to 44 in. (999 mm)
Maximum Tire Diameter: 44 in. (999 mm)
Maximum Tire Width: 20 in. (508 mm)
Maximum Tire Weight: 175 lbs. (80 kg)

Radial & Lateral Runout Accuracy: .002 in. (0.05 mm)
Imbalance Resolution: +/- 0.05 oz. or 1 gm
Placement Accuracy: 512 positions (+/- .07 degrees)
Balancing Speed: 300 RPM
Motor: “Intelligent” programmable drive system and DC motor
Shipping Weight: 575 lbs. (261 kg)
* Some dimensions, capacities and specifications may vary depending on tire and wheel configuration.

GSP9600
Dimensions

A 10 in. (254 mm)
B 53 in. (1346 mm)
C 67 in. (1702 mm)
D 72 in. (1829 mm)
E 68-1/2 in. (1740 mm)
F 54 in. (1372 mm)

Adaptor Kit Options
Balancers do not include wheel adaptor kits as standard equipment. Select an adaptor kit from
the following to match your service needs. 

Basic Adaptor Kits:
20-1167-1 - Standard Taper: Consists of 4 DSP Standard Taper Cones.
20-1626-1- Low Taper: Consists of 7 GSP Low Taper Cones.

Preferred Adaptor Kits:
20-1910-1 - Standard Taper: Consists of 4 DSP Standard Taper Cones,
4 In-Between Cones, Steel Spacer Ring, Multi-fit Flange Plate and Stud Kit and Storage Rack.
20-1911-1 - Low Taper: Consists of 7 GSP Low Taper Cones, 4 In-Between Cones, Steel
Spacer Ring, Multi-fit Flange Plate and Stud Kit and Storage Rack.

Precision Adaptor Kit:
20-1912-1 - Direct Fit: Consists of 18 Direct-Fit Collets, Steel Spacer Ring, Multi-fit
Flange Plate and Stud Kit and Storage Rack.

Medium-Duty Truck Adaptor Kit:
20-1929-1 Consists of 2 Extra Large Truck Cones, 2 Spacers and TruckChuck Kit

GSP9612Q7
shown.

GSP9612D7
shown.

For further adaptor options, see Form 3203T.


